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First of all, thank you so much for joining us today 
 
Dr Bar Zeev: Hi Alisa, thank you! 
 
Dr Minkin: We took a poll of our listeners. We asked for questions, we 
got a few and I'm going to share a couple. But we ended up asking people a poll; 
it was easier for people to answer those few questions rather than generate their 
own. Some of the answers were split: 70% thought it was necessary to wear masks--what we 
called “across the board” and 30% felt it was unnecessary. 
About half of the people felt they had a low risk-aversion and about half 
felt they had a high risk-aversion. So people are very different with their personalities and how 
they're approaching this uncertain risk. But almost across the board; almost 100 percent of 
people felt that partisan issues did affect Covid 19 management in the United States,which is 
an unbelievable problem. We all agree that it's a problem and also almost 100 percent thought 
that there was a middle ground for keeping people safe while reopening society. 
I thought those are really interesting findings and I think that it's very clear 
that we're having things that are not medical get in the way of the medicine here. 
So our first question from listeners is: 
How do we make sense of all the studies and data that keep changing when everything is so 
politicized--how do we know who to trust? 
 
Dr B: I think it's important that the person they trust has to be a person 
who shows empathy and understanding of what people are going 
through.I think it's very clear that this has had a very major impact on people's lives. 
Obviously people have lost loved ones,people have lost their jobs,people have lost income. 
People's lives have been thrown into turmoil. I think it's important to also 
acknowledge that it's not just that people have lost their lives because of Covid illness. 
I think it's clear that there's an increased [general] mortality that's associated with the 
lockdowns as well. Maybe less so in the U.S. but also in the U.S , particularly 
in settings with high mortality and difficult access to care, the Covid 19 
lockdowns that have been placed on populations in vulnerable settings 
have meant that children are more liable to malnutrition. 



Children and not just children, but adults [also] have less access to care that's needed. I know 
from colleagues in other parts of the world, that women who are giving birth get turned away 
from accessing health care because there's a lock down--ridiculous things like that [happen]. 
So the pendulum can swing too far and getting that balance right of maintaining transmission 
reduction.  Mitigating the spread of one infection [Covid 19]--as serious an infection [as it 
is]--shouldn't come at the expense of the total lockdown of society both in terms of health 
service delivery and in terms of other other needs. I think it needs to be acknowledged that 
even in the United States there are nutritional implications to many children as a result of 
school closures and of course also a rising domestic violence and other abuse issues. So 
these are really challenging things to get right. I think that the reason for empathy isn't just on 
a personal level. Of course you want the person you trust to be a person who understands 
what you're going through. But I think [we need] empathy at a broad level; if we understand 
what society is going through, then we can really understand the implications of our actions. If 
we take an idealistic,one-sided view [then] we are much more likely to get things wrong-- so 
that's the first thing. 
The second thing is: I think you want to go to people who have a deep understanding of the 
subject matter and its broad implications and have a modicum of uncertainty about what they 
tell you. I think uncertainty and humility are really important and anybody who claims to know 
everything that there is to know- is wrong!  Everybody who's definitive about what they know-- 
is wrong. I think the more a person expresses uncertainty-- the more they should be believed. 
And that's not something that tends to be promulgated in social media or other settings. I think 
people tend to say state definitive statements. 
 

Dr. M: Right, I think uncertainty makes us so uncomfortable-- but I always say the 
one thing certain about Covid is uncertainty. 
 

 Dr B: Yes, I think that what we're seeing is science unfolding in ‘real time.” Yes there are other 
coronaviruses that have been with us for longer but this particular virus is new.  As a new virus, 
as was the case with other previous newly emerging viruses,it's an entirely new condition. 
There's a lot to be learned. The response of the scientific community to this has been 
phenomenal-- The idea that we're just about six months since the pandemic was declared and 
there already are multiple vaccine candidates, treatments and multiple clinical trials. 
That has never happened before- so what we know is phenomenal, but what we don't 
know is infinitely greater. So we need to remember that.  A key issue in science is uncertainty. 
One of the difficulties I think of the scientific community is perhaps as society left  
Religious frameworks of thinking with the Enlightenment, in the last 200-250 years, people still 
needed a sense of certainty. They moved towards the scientific community and now this 
community kind of holds “the reins” of access to truth and they don't [really] have it. Nobody has 
access to the truth. So I think if the scientific community has uncertainty in its evaluation, 
statistically,[and] in its results-- it needs to express that uncertainty to the population, so that 
people know. The trust depends on being very careful about what you say and [not being] 
overconfident about what you claim. 
  



Dr. M: Right and that's a perfect segue to masks because I think one thing you 
alluded to is how important it is to communicate to the public clearly about what's going on. 
So I wanted to ask you: what are your thoughts on mandatory masking,also for children. 
because we're going to be starting school and I think that's something that people are getting 
pretty concerned and polarized about. 

 
Dr. B: Yes you're right about this communication being so critical and I think that communication 
is a two-way thing; that's the meaning of communication, in the etymology of the word.  I think 
we need to listen as much as we speak  and  perhaps listen even more than we speak. But it 
needs to be acknowledged that the advice around masks changed and that led to a lot of 
confusion. There was uncertainty initially. There was a concern that there may not be enough 
masks and masks were supposed to be relegated just to healthcare workers, who would have 
been at greater risk and in other settings like that. There was some doubt initially about whether 
masks might have an impact broadly on transmission reduction and then that quickly changed. I 
think it's important to maybe explain why that happened or explain at least the rationale behind 
some of that thinking. It's a little bit of an abstract idea so I hope  the listeners will concentrate 
and follow. Let's put it like this: I know that I have a limited lifetime; that I will die. My risk of 
dying is 100% certain- it's certain that I'll die. The question isn't whether I'm going to die -the 
question is whether I'm going to die right now.  I hope that I can at least finish this interview. 
There's a difference. 
In statistics we call this a difference between a risk and a hazard but that's 
getting a bit technical. But that same kind of thinking-- what's the overall risk versus what's the 
immediate risk. Right now the same kind of idea can also be thought about [using] masks. 
Masks are not perfect and will not eradicate a risk of transmission in any given interaction 
between two people- but masks reduce the risk. Now if I'm operating on a person's open brain 
or on an open knee joint  a simple mask by itself might not be enough. Being under special 
circumstances we sometimes have to take even more precautions there because that particular 
interaction is so critical that we let it remain sterile. But in normal interactions in the street, in 
shops, and whatever, we can't live in a sterile world,so why wear masks at all?  
 
Masks reduce 2 things: 

 
1. They reduce my ability to transmit the virus, en masse, to people around me. 
 
Also although the second of these probably is only [based on] circumstantial evidence-- it's not 
absolutely demonstrated-- but it's plausible and likely that:  
 
2. Wearing a mask provides at least some degree of protection to myself also- if not from 
infection, at least from the dose of infection . By which I mean that if you just have a little bit of 
virus entering  your body, you may have mild disease or you may have even no disease or 
have asymptomatic infection. Whereas if you have a very large infecting dose, what we call an 
inoculum,for example, if somebody coughs right in somebody's face, then it's likely that the 



recipient of that cough will have more severe disease. That was one of the thoughts [we had] 
when we saw early on, at least with this pandemic, when young and otherwise healthy 
Health care workers were dying or becoming [very ill]. It was probably an inoculum issue. So 
there is some evidence to suggest that broad widespread wearing of masks might 
increase the probability that infections are asymptomatic and that's positive even if they don't 
reduce infection or even if they reduce infection only a little bit, that in itself is good. Because 
at the population level,overall, if we can reduce infections by 15%, by 30%, by 40%, 
even if this particular interaction may or may not reduce [infection]--overall 
the reduction happens. So overall transmission goes down;so overall the population is 
protected. But even more: if it means that the infections that do occur are more mild and less 
symptomatic then that's very welcome. I think masks are not perfect, but masks do a lot and 
they'll only do a lot if everybody complies with them. That's the change in that thinking 
and the understanding of all of that [regarding masks]. That you know they're not 
perfect but they don't have to be perfect. That partly was the reason for the change in 
the advice; that we have to move from an individual risk perspective to a public perspective.  
 
Dr M: Right and I think that's hard for people to understand. Some people say: 
“What do you care whether I wear a mask-- because you are wearing a mask and if your 
mask doesn't work to protect you, then masks don't work!” So I hope people understand that 
you've just explained that it goes both ways and it's not 
perfect.  I think some people also are very “black and white”--they think either 100% 
it works or 100% it doesn't work. But again we're living in a gray zone here.  
 
Dr B:That's right and it's a very wide grey zone. Certainly if your 
expectation is that they [masks] work perfectly-- they don't. 
If the expectation is that they don't work at all--they do! 
But the degree is very broad in the middle and it depends on so many other factors 
but if everybody was to do it-- then the total burden would go down. 
 
Dr. M:Right and to do it properly because everybody who's been in a store knows 
that people wear it off their nose,sometimes on their chin. [There are] people who have masks 
with a valve which means it only protects [the mask wearer] and not others. And protecting 
others is a big part [of mask wearing] but the thing that keeps striking me is: What's the 
downside?” 
 

   Dr. B: Yes I think maybe just to very clearly state that there isn't any truth to the idea 
that masks are dangerous--They are not dangerous! 
Obviously if you never change your mask--think of your mask like you change your socks or 
you change your underwear. If you don't change your underwear for 2 weeks at a time, it's 
also not a good idea. The same thing would be true for a mask. If you do cough and sneeze 
into a mask and if the mask does get moist, sure then maybe germs could grow in it or 
whatever in theory or maybe even in practice--but that's not how they're supposed to be used. 



They're used either for a single use or you wear them and you wash them with soap and hot 
water and that's fine. They certainly don't cause low oxygen levels--that’s false. 
 
Dr. M: Or that you will be inhaling your carbon dioxide- 
Dr. B: That's nonsense. 
 
Dr. M:It can cause some rash on your face;it's possible that people who have headaches- it 
might possibly give you more headaches, maybe.  
 

   Dr B: There may be some individuals,whether they have 
either physical or psychological reasons, for whom wearing a mask 
is difficult for them. But  exceptions like that only prove the rule. We have to respect all people 
and we have to respect people who can't wear masks also-- but it just increases the 
importance of most people wearing them, and that will make a big difference now. 
The question of children ,you mentioned- I think it's really important to 
think about what sort of world our children are being raised in and socialized into. 
Children are resilient and children understand that the world is a different place from what they 
were used to six months ago. Children also can get used to a lot of things  and it depends on 
how you socialize it.  In a household, if wearing a mask is seen as a bad thing then children 
might not want to do it. But if it becomes a normal thing or if it's done as a fun thing then 
children will like to do it. They want to be like the grown-ups, they also want to do it for [that 
reason]. Depending obviously on the age and age-appropriate messaging and education. 

    I think a bigger issue really is the impact on children of this distancing 
and learning from home and the lack of socialization. I already mentioned the huge impact that 
lockdowns are having on child health; these are real things. We need to 
teach our children that yes, we do want children to have love and intimacy and play and 
cuddles and all that stuff remains important. A cuddle with Bubbe and Saba [grandparents] 
those things are very important to get--- obviously without taking undue risk. 
That's really up to parents to do that best- it's not for some expert to come on a show and tell 
people how to raise their kids. Most people will get that balance right naturally, because they 
love their children and they know how to balance, as we do every day with our children, their 
growth and their needs. 
 
 
Dr. M: Absolutely, so beautifully put! I see as a pediatrician-- I can tell the 
difference between families which are promoting it in a healthy way to their children and those 
[families] that [parents] have issues, it clearly transmits to the children. We are our role models 
for our children and they will follow our lead. Like you said they're so resilient; it's so true.  
But I just want to say 2 things: 
Number one: is that the lockdowns can be limited by both the mask wearing and 

  the second point that I want to make is: the distancing-- because, as you said, masks aren't 
perfect and we shouldn't lean on them so much that we become too dependent on a limited 
method and that we should never forget how important physical distancing is. That is 



because people may go, for example to a Simcha, and say “Okay I'm wearing a mask, so I can 
dance, I can get close to people.” and that's not necessarily true. 

 
Dr. B:None of the measures we have are perfect and we have to apply them all. If you line up in 
any [situation of] errors, whether it's in the airline industry when they examine [G-d forbid] airline 
crashes or in medical errors. There's always a series of things that line up and there's a gap in 
the net, in each one [of the series].  If you think about it, it is like a Swiss cheese with holes in 
every slice so the mouse can run through [all] the holes in the cheese. What we need to do is to 
break that [gap]. To say: If the mask isn't perfect,well at least I'm also physically distanced and if 
somebody stepped in real [close to me] at least I'm wearing a mask and if I do need to do 
something that's more prolonged, maybe a face shield is in order also depending on the 
circumstances and so on... I wash my hands and I'm careful. So all of those things add up 
to a reduction in transmission. 

 
Dr M: Absolutely, I want to move on to another topic. We had a question from 

a physician actually, who asked me: “What should I give someone who gets 
Covid19, as an outpatient? Should I give Zinc, hydroxychloroquine, Vitamin C 
Vitamin D?” Do we have any evidence that hydroxychloroquine can be helpful- 
especially early on and if we don't, if it isn't harmful, why not use it-just in case it might work? 
 
Dr B: Clinical guidance on management of mild illnesses available both for patients and health 
care workers [is available] in lots of places but obviously on the CDC website and other 
reputable sources. But the CDC website is good. I think it's important to understand that 
currently there are no proven treatments for coronavirus and most people will have mild 
symptoms. Most people will recover fully. There are now emerging reports of 
residual prolonged symptoms in some people, but still the vast majority will make 
a full recovery. There are lots and lots of agents/therapeutics that are undergoing 
clinical trials, including herbal remedies, including traditional Chinese remedies. I think “the 
proof is in the pudding” --you need to do clinical trials to see whether or not, compared to 
controls, those remedies work. I  have no particular bias about “official” pharmaceuticals 
versus Chinese [remedies].  Many great pharmaceuticals came from what were traditional 
Chinese remedies; Artemisinins for Malaria, probably the most important example of all. 
Things might work- but if you're going to make a claim that they work- then you need the 
evidence and that evidence really needs to be based on well-conducted trials. 
Hydroxychloroquine was suggested early on as a potential therapeutic,as were other agents. 
The story is complicated as you know, initially there was a non-randomized study that was 
published by a very good researcher Didier Raoult, who's a good 
infectious disease researcher in Europe. He published a non-randomized study that 
showed a potential benefit and that got people very excited because we 
really needed a treatment. That excitement led to a run on hydroxychloroquine, a licensed 
medication for SLE/Lupus, also [it is] licensed as an anti-malarial, although it's not widely used 
as an anti-malarial anymore. But people who needed it for their treatment of their chronic 
conditions had difficulty getting it because there was a run on it. Everybody wanted it, 



obviously it was widely promoted. Then there were lots of case reports and case series, 
including by medical people, who made claims of 100% efficacy- that it works every time. 
As I said in the beginning, anybody who makes absolutist claims needs to be seen with a little 
bit of doubt. Then obviously there was the political “wind” that blew on the same issue as well. 
Then there was a trial that was published in The Lancet [medical journal]  and then it was 
withdrawn because the data upon which it was based couldn't be verified. Because at the 
moment the speed and the pressure to find a new result, find a meaningful result, was so 
great, that this happened. I think it's a salutary lesson overall given the volume of studies. 
There are hundreds and hundreds of papers published every week on Covid 19. It's a massive 
new literature: so if one of the [papers] comes through and then found to have faulty data and 
then [it is] retracted-- I do not think that's evidence [nor] a sign that the whole system is failing. 
I think it's a sign that the system is working; that it can pick out the important studies--that a 
journal in effect can ask them to validate it and when they can't be validated-- withdraws them 
and it makes that withdrawal public. I think that's really important; it shows the system 
overall is working. 
 

Dr M: I'm sorry, you're referring to the Surgisphere study that was retracted from the Lancet,  
Dr B: Yes 
Dr M: That showed that it didn't work. 
Dr.B: Well, it showed that the evidence was unreliable and yes, originally, the trial as you say 
showed that. The fact that we were unable to prove that it doesn't work-does not mean that it 
works. 
Subsequently other studies that have been published have shown that hydroxychloroquine used 
as a prophylactic showed no effect. Another trial was published.  
Then the question: If it might work should I use it? I think it's important to remember that  
hydroxychloroquine is a cardioactive drug; it has cardiac side effects on rhythm. 
It can cause rhythm disturbances and some of them can be serious, particularly in people 
who have underlying cardiac vulnerability, heart problems. 
The people in whom you might most want to use it would be the people who 
[may] be very well the people who [also] have underlying cardiac conditions. 
You need to be thinking double and triple on the risk profile of that person, before you prescribe 
a drug that might affect  cardiac rhythm. So there's a risk and with the awareness that there is a 
real risk and with the understanding there's no proven benefit at this stage. In fact there's some 
evidence against benefit from well-conducted studies-- albeit that there was an initial sign that 
there might be something there, in a non-randomized study. I think the balance is against it at 
the moment and there are still trials that are underway.  But at this stage,there's no strong 
evidence for using it and there are good reasons to not use it. 
 
Dr M:Definitely do not try this medication at home alone-- make sure you 
speak to your health care provider before taking this medication. Make sure 
you're under medical supervision, if your doctor does prescribe it. 
I just want to go over this just a little bit deeper. I've heard that the studies do not rule out it 
helping early on, particularly when it's given with Zinc/Azithromycin. 



But Azithromycin with hydroxychloroquine can augment the cardiac side effects. 
 

Dr. B:Yes, that's right. Look-the evidence is still out-the evidence is not definitive and the 
the studies have not been completed. [But] to make the statement,to say “We can't rule out that 
it works” is not a rational way to approach things. We have to hypothesize the way Science 
works--we hypothesize that it doesn't work and [then] we try to demonstrate that in 
fact we're wrong and that it does work. We've not had that demonstration yet and we know 
that it's unsafe, at least in some people. I think we really need to be reliant on good 
quality science: randomized double-blind clinical trials that are controlled, either 
placebo-controlled or some other control, in order that we can make a clear 
recommendation about whether there's a role for it, both in terms of severe disease, but also 
in terms of prevention of severe disease, once infection occurs. 
But in terms of prophylaxis against [getting] infection, as I said, the papers on that have 
demonstrated no effect. Also to understand the risk profile in those different subgroups 
in whom it might be considered for use--we're not there yet.  As much as people want a 
treatment--we're not there yet.  
 
Dr. M:I think we definitely have enough evidence that later on [in the course of the disease] it 
doesn't work and I think even  the strongest hydroxychloroquine proponents are saying  you 
have to use it early. I think the problem with that is because the vast majority of people who get 
Covid do fine, even those with high risk factors, the number of people you'd have to study in a 
randomized,double-blind, placebo-controlled study would be a huge,huge [number] 
Dr B: Correct 
Dr M: I think that's the biggest problem and it reminds me of the vaccine-hesitant world. 

I feel like the goal posts have been moved to the point where we really can't disprove the 
hypothesis. 
 

Dr B:Yes,but as I said, you can't say something is true and then say that now the onus is 
on the scientific community to disprove it. I think if you're going to make a claim 
then the onus of proof is on you to make that claim; especially  when a person is playing 
around with something that is potentially toxic 
 

Dr M: Right there's risk but there are no known benefits at this point. I think that those are 
 good points to make. 
Testing: That's a whole complicated topic-- but just about the recent 
statement by the CDC: They just came out within the past week I believe, that if you're 
exposed to someone with Covid 19 --now they're saying that you don't need testing [if you are 
asymptomatic] and that maybe someone who's at high risk could get tested, but they're not 
recommending it.  Prior to this they recommended that you get tested.  Why did they say that, 
I don't really even understand this. 

 
Dr B: To be honest, I'm not sure that that's quite right. I don't know, maybe you've heard 
something I have not. But the CDC website still says that people who have had close contact 



[meaning]: at least 15 minutes, within 6 feet of somebody with a confirmed case of Covid 
should probably have a test. so I'm not quite sure... 

 
Dr M: This is a recent change by the CDC.  

   Dr. B: Okay so  that may be the case. 
I guess the issues are again: 
-the issue of availability of resources. 
-an issue of what does a positive test mean and what does a negative test mean. 
-an issue of how do we allocate the degree to which testing is required. 
There's a lot to talk about with testing; there's many aspects to this. Obviously if you test only 
the most severely sick then you're going to get a lot more positivity and you're going to get 
also severe outcomes in that group. 
You need to have testing available at a community level, wide enough that you have a large 
majority of people being tested who may or may not have mild symptoms,so that you get a 
real sense of what's going on in the community. There's a question of how do you best deploy 
testing at population level to understand what the disease is doing at the 
community/population level.  
Then there are questions that relate to individual cases: 
-What do I do now?  
-Do I need a test now?  
-Do I not [need a test]?  
-What do I do with my positive test?  
-What do I do with my negative test? 
-What do I do with a rapid test? 
So it is a bit confusing. Add to that the fact that testing took quite a while to [get] established. 
 Although of late, the availability has really been scaled up very dramatically across the United 
States,so now it's available. For a long time it wasn't available and then there was a big run of 
a lot of companies putting out tests. And, as you said, now we have lots of rapid tests. 
I guess the issue is in the case of a person who has had a known confirmed 
contact--that they've had substantial contact with somebody who's had [positive] Covid 
19 confirmed. Then, whether or not testing is available, that person should enter into 
isolation, because they may potentially become infected or have become infected.They 
may not have symptoms and they may become infectious to others. 
If we have a test immediately at that moment--if I get exposed right now and then right now I 
have a test-- that test is likely to be negative. It's too early [to test] so if people rush 
immediately to get a test: “Oh my gosh this happened to me..I can't believe it, I'm going to get 
a test today!!” It'll be negative and it won't mean anything.There's a waiting period of several 
days before the test becomes likelier to be positive and it's very difficult to know what point 
within that time a person themselves could already become infectious. So really  
the safest thing to do--if you've been told you've had a known confirmed contact-- is 
that you should be in isolation and you should stay in that isolation in most cases for 
14 days. Depending on certain circumstances,[it could be] 10 days but usually 14 days. 
 



Dr M: It just shortens your period of isolation very 
briefly if you get tested early enough. Which wouldn't be before two days [after confirmed 
exposure] because the incubation period is 2-14  days with an average of I think 
7 or 8 days or maybe 5 to 7 days. So say you get tested on day 2 and 
you're positive, then you wait 10 days, that's a total of 12 days versus 14. It’s really not going 
to change much. By the way,I think the reason [CDC] said [not to test] is I think they were 
thinking on a population basis we're getting too many people who are leaving isolation too 
early [because of a false negative test] so better they don't get tested and just wait [and do the 
entire isolation period] 

 
Dr B: If they have a negative test and that negative test is a false negative then that's a 

problem. They're safer staying in just a few days extra in isolation. But again everybody 
should see their medical practitioner;everybody should be in contact with 
their practitioner. Everybody's personal circumstances have to be weighed up but overall the 
right thing to do [if you have been exposed] is to go into isolation for that period of time and 
then see it through. Tests can be false negative and then the consequences of a false 
negative test are very substantial because a person goes about their life back to normal and in 
fact they might be shedding virus. But there's also been confusion around what does a 
positive mean and could there be false positives.  By which I mean that  some of these tests, 
particularly the PCR-based tests are very sensitive and they can detect RNA that's present,but 
it may not be present from a viable virus. The virus itself might be  not infectious but 
detectable particularly if it's late in the period of shedding or particularly if antibodies perhaps 
have already started to develop. Or if you're talking about surface swabs and other things like 
that. Initially there was much more of a focus on that. So there are a lot of uncertainties and 
there really isn’t a “Gold standard” If we have a test that is too sensitive in the sense that it 
detects non-infectious virus then that can be a problem for people who enter isolation for no 
reason.  If it's a false negative,it's even worse because, as I said before, you will walk around 
infecting others. I haven't heard what you just said about the CDC but I think it's certainly 
logical to say that people try to get out of things by having a test and but really the key issue is 
if you've been exposed, then you need to be isolated for the period of time. And it remains 
important  obviously to continue to maintain your physical distancing and wearing your mask 
even after that [isolation is over]. 
 
 
Dr M: Right and it's a misuse of testing. I wish they [CDC] had just communicated that 
rather than the way they said it. You alluded to PCR testing being very 
sensitive. I think you're talking about people who've had Covid 
in the past and are still testing positive [when they are tested] as part of testing of whole 
schools or camps. They're going to pick up some of those if they do PCRs on 
somebody who's been recently infected. So I think that they made a clear  
statement recently,and it was of course distorted by the media, that: 
If you have been exposed and you already have had Covid, not antibodies, but actual 
Covid infection in the past three months and you don't have new symptoms, then you 



should not be swabbed. Now that was clear and that made so much sense. It got distorted 
to “your immunity lasts for three months” which is not what they were saying. What they were 
saying is that we already know that for three months [after having Covid] your PCR test can 
remain positive because you may still have dead virus particles within you and that doesn't 
tell you anything clinically and it causes a lot of confusion. So that to me was clear 
communication. 
 
 
Dr B: I'm glad you're saying that because we,in this 
discussion,have explored all the nuances and complexities and why people might be confused 
But we haven't concluded with clear messages so I think that is an important clear message to 
take away;that we need to use testing wisely. Ideally we need to use testing under the 
guidance of a health practitioner and it's great that testing is widely available but it 
needs to be used correctly and interpreted correctly 
 
 
 
Dr M: Absolutely! Now I heard something else: Dr.Michael Mina is a big proponent of doing 
frequent rapid tests, I don't know if you've been following.  
 
 
Dr. B: I know Michael but I haven't heard any comments on this. There are differences but I 
guess I should say following: 
Doing testing in a  series does improve the accuracy of testing because it is like the net 
example I gave before. It is more likely that if you know one [test] is negative and then the 
second one is also negative it's more likely to be a true negative. The same would be true in 
confirmatory testing for positives but particularly for negatives, so that could be the case.The 
difficulty with the rapid tests is that perhaps they are less sensitive than the PCR, but again 
this is a bit of a subtlety. But if the PCR is so-called “too sensitive” in other words----let me go 
back a step--- before we had molecular testing, like the PCR,which was so sensitive, we had 
lots of other diagnostic tests available. Those diagnostic tests for a range of conditions tended 
to be positive when the person was sick and tended to be negative when the person wasn't 
sick [and] that worked reasonably well.. But once we found PCR, which magnified the genetic 
material of an organism many, many times over, we started to detect organisms in people who 
weren't sick either and came to realize that for some conditions they have “asymptomatic 
carriage.” So we understood that the use of PCR based tests cover a different range of 
syndromes and covers organisms in the body that don't necessarily cause disease. Now how 
do you apply that to Covid 19, where we know that people can be asymptomatic but still 
infectious. It's tricky and how do you deal with it when it's detecting very, very low levels? I 
should also say that when you determine whether or not a molecular test is positive or 
negative--it's also not black and white: there's a certain threshold you determine. If we were to 
change the definition of that threshold we would instantly change the burden of disease 
around the U.S. based on this testing, with huge political implications, right?. 



 
 

Dr M:Right! [but] we're trying to stay away from politics! 
Dr B: Yes, I think every test has its limitations and if some tests are very,very sensitive and then 
you compare them to a test that's less sensitive.  [One could] say “Oh that test is not as good” 
But maybe it is good because it's detecting things that are more meaningful for people. 

 
Dr M: Right but there's a very practical implication also in that the PCR test [results] 
can take as long as 10 days to come back, which is completely useless. In fact if you can't really 
get results in the first 24 to 48 hours it has limited utility. But the rapid test comes back in 15 
minutes. To me the trade-off is no question. 

 
Dr B: That's right, that in itself is a key issue and if you act on a rapid test even given the fact 
that some people have false results the overall benefit, if you can get rapid tests to be rapid as 
compared to PCR, it will be beneficial. What I'm comparing when I’m 
comparing the molecular test and the rapid test- I'm making the assumption, 
which is not a real assumption, that all other things being equal,like the time for [getting back]  a 
result but as you say 

 
Dr. M: But they aren't [equal] 

 
 Dr B: They're not, that's right.  From a deployment to population level, if you do a test that's not 
as good but it gives you a rapid result you're a lot more likely to be able to contain infection than 
if you have a really super accurate test and it takes too long [for results]. It's a classic case of 
“the perfect being the enemy of the good.” 

 
Dr M: Right and it [the test] has to still be good.  The market has been flooded with tests that 

may be garbage, you really have to make sure it's reliable. And it also has to be interpreted by 
your healthcare provider in context. You need to have a good healthcare practitioner who can 
put it in context. it's different if you are getting a test on Day 1 after exposure --which you 
should not do. We should not do it before two days and even at two days it's just the 
earliest you would expect it to be positive with known exposure versus somebody with 
symptoms with no known exposure. Every context that has to be taken [into account].  

   The misuse of tests is a whole separate problem. 
I hope we have a little time to go over vaccine trials because I know this 
is something that you're directly involved with and I have to say as a pediatrician I've had 
several parents already crying in my office that their kids are going to be forced to take this 
vaccine. They're feeling this imminent mandatory vaccine is hovering over them and even just 
the term “Operation Warp Speed” is scary. 

 
Dr B: Yes it is.[laughing] The choice of the name-- I don't know who thought of it. I think that 
was a marketing mistake or a strategic mistake in communication to call it  Operation Warp 
Speed. 



 
Dr M: How about “Operation we're going to get you a good vaccine as soon as we can and 
we're going to make sure to test it really carefully!” 
Dr. B: Exactly it might have been better. 

Look I think people are going to be dubious at the moment. We don't yet have any evidence of 
of clinical efficacy--of efficacy against actual infection and disease- and the evidence 
of safety, although it's reassuring, it's extremely limited.  You're talking about hundreds of 
cases of people who've received the vaccines, not millions, as we have with routine vaccines. 
My sense of things at the moment is that it's probably going to be unlikely that 
Covid 19 vaccines are going to be mandatory. There's a lot of work that needs to be done to 
engage communities to understand hesitancy; to address concerns, especially in 
communities that have been hard-hit or have higher mortality.  
Also as we know the United States is going through very major upheavals relating to societal 
function and to trust of government, intent of government and questions of social justice. 
Whether it's race or ethnicity or other important issues. 
We know vaccinology isn't happening in a 
vacuum and we shouldn't be deaf to those concerns and they will affect vaccine uptake very 
dramatically. Delivering the vaccine will pose probably a greater challenge than actually 
producing a vaccine. Inventing and producing a vaccine that works is just the beginning; the 
real challenge is going to be how to deliver it. There are going to be  challenges to delivery. 
The key recipients of this vaccine in the beginning will probably need to be healthcare workers 
and the elderly. [Regarding] Healthcare workers:they come to work, they are used to 
It [being vaccinated]. they probably will have reasonable uptake. But the elderly are not 
routinely vaccinated. We're trying to reach them with flu vaccine, but there aren't really  
well-established mechanisms for knowing where they live, for accessing them, for recording 
that they were vaccinated. There are no registries or they are only starting now to be formed- 
for a “whole of life” vaccination schedule for the elderly. So these are going to be very major 
issues. In terms of the parents that you spoke about: children are the last in the queue [line] 
here to get vaccinated. Children have mild disease, if they get disease at all. Children 
probably have less risk of infection in the first place, although it's not absolutely clear. Children 
will gain less personally and directly from vaccination than the elderly will. But the key issue is 
vaccinations can be used in 2 ways: 
 1. they can protect the vaccinated person from disease,from bad outcomes and  
 2. vaccines,at population level, reduce transmission 
and clearly if we have the bulk of transmissions occurring in a certain 
group even if that's not the group that gets disease then we might be wise under certain 
circumstances to vaccinate them also.That's true for influenza; children drive influenza 
transmission, but it's not true for Covid.  As far as we know, children are not the major drivers 
of Covid 19 transmissions.  
 
Dr M: Right.  In the media there's been so much hyping of the inflammatory syndrome in 
children. That’s terrified parents but it's rare. 



   Dr B: It's rare but it's very rare and we don't really know enough about the pathophysiology 
for it. We're learning a lot about those things but overall it's very rare considering that the 
context in which it's occurring-- how many undiagnosed children must be out there that have no 
symptoms. The [occurrence] of Covid 19 in children is likely to be hugely underestimated and 
So the denominator is huge and among those very many children a few have had this 
event which obviously gets escalated in the media immediately. So we know about every single 
case. Admittedly it is very frightening but it is very rare. So the key question of vaccine 
deployment for the government isn't going to be around this inflammatory syndrome. 
It's going to be around  the standard risk populations. 

 
 
Dr M :Right in other words we're not going to push for children[to be vaccinated] because you 
have to make sure that the benefit outweighs the risk. 

 
   Dr B: Correct! In the first round of vaccine deployment we're going 

to have the health care workers, critical infrastructure people, we're going to have older adults 
hopefully and then beyond that the countries are going to have to make decisions about who's 
next. The good thing is that by that stage we will have  a lot more safety data and a 
lot more information.We're at a point at the moment where we have a number of vaccine 
candidates that have gone through early phase trials. We know that some of them are 
Immunogenic [provoke an immune response]. We don't know particularly well how long that 
immunogenicity lasts.  We know that they are [immunogenic] and that they cause adverse 
effects.  We know that they're unpleasant to receive at least some of them but so far, the few 
people in the world that have had them haven't had serious outcomes or adverse events as 
a result. But safety is absolutely paramount here;it's super important to make the case that 
vaccines are given to healthy people. It's not like coming up with a new cure for cancer and 
I'm giving it to people who have terminal cancer [and then] I say I'm willing to tolerate a certain 
degree of risk because I might have a benefit here.  We have healthy people who may or may 
never come across Covid and particularly with people who are at low risk of getting adverse 
outcomes from Covid. The balance of risk has to clearly be very solid and as you say 
Operational Warp Speed doesn't give that sense. 
So it will be very important that the Phase 3 trials that are now underway will be large and they 
are going to be large: 30,000 people for each product. 30,000  for the vaccine from Pfizer, 
30,000 for Moderna. The Russian vaccine is said to also being that order of 
magnitude for the Phase 3 trial. But even then you're going to have maybe close to a hundred 
thousand people who've received the vaccine. It's still not enough to be absolutely, completely 
and totally certain about rare adverse events. For that we need strong mechanisms for 
“pharmacovigilance.” we call it,  [that is] surveillance; post-licensure surveillance. 
The public has to be aware that it is probably not very likely but it's 
certainly possible that some uncommon adverse event will come up and that a vaccine 
candidate could be withdrawn and that's happened before, several times. That again is a 
marker that the system is working --not that the system is not working.  
 



Dr M: Can you just [explain] a little bit about what you 
alluded to by pharmacovigilance because I think that there are people who are vaccine 
hesitant who think there's a giant conspiracy between the 
FDA and the CDC and all these different ‘letter” organizations. 
There are so many overlapping coverage [mechanisms] for reassurance. 
 

   Dr. B:Yes I think people are right to be hesitant about government and people are right to 
be hesitant of vested interests.  We have to make sure that the systems that are in place to 
reassure us of safety are transparent and clear as you said. That people's vested interests are 
known and that funding lines are clear and so on. As funding that I've previously received is 
available [to see] on my website and so on--anybody can see them.  I'm not really addressing 
myself to people who espouse theories that are unfounded. I’m addressing most people who 
have real concerns about risk, as I do.  I mean in fact I have it more than most because I feel 
it's my responsibility to be a gatekeeper of risk to some degree, I want to make sure that what 
we do as a scientific community is right and I think that's a moral obligation 
 
Dr.M: Right but we have a number of monitoring agencies all looking for the same thing and, 
as you've said before, these are the vaccines we would be ending up giving our own family. 

   Dr. B: That's correct. 
   Dr M: We're never going to promote something that to the best of our knowledge is not safe 
and it will take time, you can’t go “Warp speed” 

 
Dr B: Yes that's right. The mechanisms are there to determine  whether these bad events will 
occur. It would be a good opportunity to invest even further in pharmaco-vigilance. We're used 
to certain pharmacovigilance mechanisms like the VAERS [Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System]  and others applying to certain populations. Clearly we need to broaden that; we need 
to think about inclusion right at the outset of people who are not ideal trial candidates in Phase 3 
clinical trials. We need to include people at high risk. It would be good if we had data on 
pregnant women. Given that we're working with elderly populations or populations who already 
have comorbidities, have other conditions. One might imagine that somebody gets a vaccine or 
doesn't get a vaccine and ends up for an unrelated reason in hospital because of their high 
blood pressure or they get a stroke or  something else. A run of pregnancy losses are reported 
in vaccine recipients. It'll be really important to be able to tell the public: yes we're monitoring all 
of these events no matter how far-fetched they seem and we're constantly evaluating the 
possibility that there's an association and we're confident or not confident that there is 
or there isn't an association. Mechanisms for evaluating that have to be there, because 
you can do damage as well.  
 
Dr M: Right and you mentioned the VAERS database- that one is always misused by people 
with vaccine concerns because it's a passive database. Anybody can say “I had a vaccine one 
week, two weeks before and then “X” happened to me”  but we have other agencies that are 
actually monitoring people after they get their vaccines, and that is different [from VAERS] 

 



 
Dr B: Certainly in the large Phase 3 studies that will happen [directly monitoring people 
post-vaccination]. We also need to really make sure that we have Phase 4 studies [but] 
the question is- who does the Phase 4 studies? Is it the government that does it?  Is it a 
responsibility we're going to put on the [vaccine manufacturing] company and then that'll raise 
questions about trust as well. Is it Academia? Do we set aside funding to do that so 
that in these Phase 4  studies we really follow-up on questions about impact,questions about 
safety and questions about real world effectiveness as opposed to trial-based efficacy. Those 
are the things that we'll need to be already thinking about and setting up in place. That is 
happening although I think the thinking hasn't yet fully matured in this area because we're not 
there yet. We're still early in the [process] despite the rapid progress that's been made; we're 
still early in vaccine development.  But certainly once there are vaccines in place and with 
reassuring results from Phase 3 studies. As countries move towards deployment-there clearly 
will need to be a bunch of funding made available to governments, to academic institutions, 
sometimes to the companies,depending on their arrangements, to really make sure that we 
follow up individuals in that way. I think even beyond the standard; there are standard 
mechanisms for this, but I think this is new territory. It's the new platforms for the 
vaccines themselves and the new technologies in some cases. They're reaching populations 
that are more vulnerable than usual; they're not young healthy kids. So there's going to have 
to be a lot of scrutiny given to safety going forward. 
 
Dr.M: Right. Let’s go back for a second and please 
 define the Phase 1, Phase 2, Phase 3, Phase 4 trials  
 
Dr B: Studies normally take about 10 
or 15 years at least to develop and they start out with basic bench science/ laboratory science 
and then move to animal studies and then once all of that happens and 
there's suggestion that they work and that they're safe and the dosing has been more or less  
found given in the animal model then we usually go into: 
Phase 1- Which is the first trial in humans with a few participants.Where we 
try to get the dose right. Where we make sure that there's no adverse effects. 
When we look to see whether the doses that we've given have produced an immune 
response. 
Phase 2- is similar [to Phase 1]  It is immunogenicity [immune response] and safety studies 
[but] with more people involved so we have slightly larger effects. There may be other 
secondary questions [studied] like the regimen of how is it given; how many doses, at what 
time [intervals]. Again looking at safety and looking at whether there's an immune response. 
 
and then the key phase is the  
Phase 3- Which is looking to see whether the vaccine works against disease outcomes and 
that usually requires several thousand people. But in cases where there's a safety 
issue or subgroups to be considered or something like that, it can be in the tens of thousands 
as is going to be with the Covid vaccines.Then usually licensure occurs on the basis of 



demonstrating efficacy against the clinical outcomes and safety at the level of several tens of 
thousands of people. That's usually when licensure occurs and then a vaccine is brought to 
market,is brought  to deployment. Then after that- 
Phase 4- We continue to have ongoing monitoring and surveillance to look at 
overall impact of disease transmission in the community. We look at what the real protection is 
at an individual level, in broader groups of people, not just the ones that were in trials. We also 
look at safety in an ongoing way and that's the critical time for safety particularly. We have 
large,large numbers [of vaccinated people] and we maintain monitoring for a large number of 
cases. As I mentioned before, there have very rarely but still been cases where vaccines have 
been withdrawn at Phase 4 because of safety concerns. 
so these are the Phases. 
  
Dr M: So Phase 4 will be after it's out on the market and we're still 
going to monitor it not just by the VAERS which we said before,that anybody can report 
anything [on that database] although that has value. What were some of the names of the 
other databases?  
 
Dr B: The key issue here is that there aren't really established databases.  They are 
developing databases of pregnant women and certainly all companies keep record of all 
[vaccinated] pregnant women. My understanding,that could be wrong, is that at the moment 
the Phase 3 trials are not actively going to be recruiting pregnant women yet. But certainly 
there will be some among the tens of thousands of people [in the trial] who may be pregnant 
or become pregnant soon after enrollment and data on them will be kept. But clearly those 
mechanisms need to be established. What I’m saying is: Yes I think people can trust that there 
are systems out there, but I think the role of safety should never stop to be advocated and in 
this regard I'm aligning with people who may be considering themselves vaccine-hesitant. I 
mean [my work] is about vaccines and all my life is about making them available and 
advocating for their use. But we are talking about new vaccines for a new indication, for a new 
disease. There's a lot of unknown and I think that we need to think very carefully, as we 
always do, about what specific safety networks need to be established and supported or 
expanded. Particularly also in low-income settings, where those things are often not as 
available as they are in the U.S. We're lucky in the U.S. that we have that information. 
Dr M: Right. We also did get a question about differences in racial and ethnic disparities in 
health care which for that person they can email us and anybody else who has questions that 
weren't answered or still has questions-- email us at  health@jowma.org  You can also reach 
us on Instagram with questions. I have to thank you so much Dr Bar Zeev. This has been so 
informative and I can't tell you how much I and I'm sure our listeners appreciate your honesty, 
your humility,your transparency.Thank you so much! 
Dr. B: It’s been a pleasure, thanks! 
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